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LET'S GO LOYOLA 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY ROME CENTER 
1984 
1985 
So Many Dreams 
So many dreams ... 
They've been built and realized here 
more often than at any other 
time or place in our lives. 
Arriving scared, closed, uncertain and 
naive, 
We reached out from the frantic fear of 
Where we really were and how far we had 
come. 
Trips, movies, cafes and on-sights 
Brought the world a little closer. 
We weren't quite so afraid to get lost 
Maybe because inside 
We were finding ourselves 
And had enough faith in that alone. 
Now the end has come; 
Much too quickly for most, 
Not fast enough for some. 
Pressures become a reality in this fantasy 
As they always do in the end. 
We say our farewells and promises to a 
nebulous future. 
And we stop to smile 
Because we realize where we've really 
been, 
And how far we have yet to go . 
. Kathy Nageotte 
A BRIEF HISTORY 
OF LURC 
In the summer of 1960 Father Robert Mulligan, S.J., Academic 
Vice President and Dean of Faculties at Loyola University of 
Chicago and John Felice, a member of Loyola's Theology De-
partment, received permission to organize and direct a six 
week summer tour of Europe. And so Mr. Felice and Father 
Francis Grolling, S.J., former chariman of the Anthropology 
Department at Loyola, led the group. The .guide and lecturer 
was Dr. Michael Fink. 
The following summer Mr. Felice repeated and extended the 
tour to eight weeks. The tour included a course offered by Dr. 
Fink and Dr. Wozniak (former Dean of Loyola 's School of Edu-
cation) in Comparative Education. Accompanying this tour 
were Father James Mertz, S .J. , former Classics Professor at 
Loyola, and Father Joseph Small, S.J ., member of Loyola's 
PolitiCal Science Department. 
During this summer Mr. Felice examined a number of Universi-
ty centers abroad with Father Small and Dr. Woziak. Though 
there were study programs abroad elsewhere, none existed in 
·Rome. After making key connections in Rome, Mr. Felice pro-
posed to Father Mulligan in September, 1961 , a one-semester 
experiment of study abroad in Rome, from February to June, 
1962. By mid-December of 1961 Mr. Felice had 76 willing and 
qualified students, well bey,ond the minimum the University 
thought necessary for granting final permission. By February 
20, 1962, the number of students interested had swelled to 92. 
On that day they boarded a greyhound bus from Loyola 's 
down-town campus to New York City . They then boarded a 
ship from New York to Naples, a bus from Naples to Rome. 
Thus Loyola's Rome Center for the Liberal Arts was born . 
With exciting and enthusiastic appraisals of the programs me-
rits reaching the states, the University received 200 applica-
tions for the following year. One hundred students were ac-
cepted for one year, fifty for either Spring or Fall. By 1963 
Loyola had taken over one entire building as dormitory and 
classroom facilities on the site where the 1960 Olympic games 
were held. 
On December 2nd, 1963 Loyola University, by vote of its board 
of directors in Chicago, conferred honorary "Doctor of Law" 
degrees upon the then President of Italy, the Honorable Anto-
nio Segni, and the former President of Italy, Senator Giovanni 
Gronchi. These degree conferals signified the Unviersity's and 
thus the Center's, growing position of prestige and acceptance 
within Italian society, a position maintained today. 
By 1966, the growing number of people applying to the pro-
gram necessitated a move from present facilities, and so in 
May of that year Mr. Felice signed a lease for Villa Tre Colli, 
Vatican property. The main structure was a building construc-
ted in 1500 with the property around it comprising 25 acres of 
wooded area on which was later constructed a union building, 
tennis courts and a basketball court. 
An option to buy the Villa Tre Colli property was refused by the 
University in 1972 and so the Program found its new home not 
far from there on the property of the hospital Villa Maria Tere-
sa. 1972 also marked the donation of a library with 40,000 volu-
mes. 
In 1978, economic and enrollement factors forced a decision to 
. leave Villa Maria Teresa and rent smaller quarters at Via Massi-
mi from the Dominican Sisters of St. Catherine Siena, the pre-
sent and fourth campus of the Rome Center. 
The program is presently under the guidance of the Director 
and' Academic Dean, Father James L. Arimond, S.J. Father 
Arimond began his duties in July, 1982, the 20th anniversary of 
the Rome Center. Past directors have been: John Felice (1962-
1973), John T. Dillon, S.J. (1973-1976), Thomas L. Hogan, 
S.J. (1976-1979), John J. Kilgallen, S.J. (1979-1982). In its 22 
years of existence the Program has educated over 6000 stu-
dents from 300 different colleges. 
"Between the idea and the reality, between the conception 
and the creation, between the potency and the act ... Falls the 
Shadow." 
T.S. Eliot 
Integrity, resourcefulness, dedication, patience. These are just 
a few words that come to mind when you reflect on what is ne-
cessary to nurse an idea to fruition. The idea is a foreign stu -
dies program for American students in one of the most impor-
tant cities of Western Civilization. It's fruition in Loyola Univer 
sity of Chigago's Rome Center of the Liberal Arts. All along Kate 
and John Felice have been instrumental in this realization. 
Whether it be major or minor, dozens of times each day, thou -
sands of times each year their decisions influence the course 
this Program takes. With this in mind the Rome Center stu-
dents of the 1984-1985 school year wish to acknowledge their 
importance by dedicating our yearbook to them . 
Mr. Felice's involvement with the program can be traced to the 
very beginning. It was he with the help of other faculty and ad-
ministration from Loyola University of Chicago, that shaped 
and defined the program as it exists today. In the student 
handbook of 1967 Mr. Felice writes, " Our aim is that by stu -
dying, travelling, and living abroad the students' interests may 
be broadened and their sympathies enlarged so that we may 
look back to the past to better understand the world of the fu-
ture. " His twenty-two years with the program have ensured 
that over 6000 students have, to whatever extent, striven for 
this aim. 
Kate, his wife of ten years, was a student in this program du-
ring its first days. Enthusiastic about the program's worth she 
returned to it later as a Resident Assistant, and still later served 
as a secretary in varying capacities to the program's Directors. 
Last year she became Registrar and Associate Director. It is 
Mrs. Felice who painstakingly and carefully tends to the impor-
tant paper matters necessary to the organization. And more 
than a few students have received solid information from her 
on travel, accomodations and --oh yes -- shopping! 
A dedication is really more than that -- it is an appreciation al-
so . It is an appreciation of the time, energy and care that go in-
to' making an idea become a reality. In the beginning it was on-
ly an idea. Now it is much more than that. As the Sage notes, 
"nothing is as powerful and compelling", and in this case so 
worthwhile, "as an idea who's time has come". Saluto, Signo-
re e Signora Felice! 
"Not much of a personality, but oh what a body!" 
Pete Lorenz 
Mike Guerra 
Julie Langholdt, Caroline Miller, Casey Brett, Julie Grant, and Mary Ferring. 
This must be their first train trip! 
Carol Nugent and Michele Bennett. 
Julie Conner, Margaret Clark and Sara Garcia 
"Melinda , Chew your food before you Swallow!" Betsy Syme and Kerry Bradford 
Sara Galehouse Charles Haslet 
Just aim and shoot??? " Aww ... Barbara" 
"We are all travelers in the wilderness of this 
world, and the best that we can find in our 
travels is an honest friend". 
Robert Louis Stevenson 
" Damn Yanks!" 
Brian Evahs. Chet Chappell. Tom Kenny Bridget Gorman. Carolyn O'Sullivan and Julie Barber 
Sue Scanlon, Hilary Taylor, and Kathleen Morrison 
" PROST ' 
Jeanne Davini, Mary Beth Fox, Liz Hills, Deidre Deasy, and Stacy Sack 
" No train ya rds for us, this time". 
LURC'S ANGELS - Scott Allyn, Dennis Fraher, Chet Chappell, and Tom Kenny 
Julie Bell 
Molly Donahue in Greece. 
" If I see one more ruin .. . " 
Mary Murray 
" Formaggio! " 
Ann Marie Lampariello 
Jim Prendergast 
Tom Donoghue 
"Mr. T." 
Mary Metzger, Liz Ristau, Molly Donahue, Carol Arndt, Patti Stinn 
"Hey you guys, look at the ragazzo in the corner! 'I 
Teresa Trunzo 
Teresa Schultz 
Kristen Pavkovic James "Hal" Halloran 
"Hey dude ... " 
Phil Kujawa Molly Donahue, Maureen Dougherty, Carol Ardnt and Julie Aus 
Chuck Carroll 
"Going to the soccer game?" 
Ellen Berry, Lisa Philips, Lisa Garipo, Margie Best, Linda Cardinale, and Bonnie O'Malley 
Judy Pearson and Tracey Lemon 
"Ok, so its not an Alfa Romeo" 
Eric Wanger 
"Dr. DeVoto couldn't make it today, so ... " 
Dave Ligda 
Michael Reimer, Gianmario Ghivarello, Tom Walsh and Neil Kennedy 
Rome never looked so good!! 
Dan Touhy, Terri Rossi, Tony Cilea, Ann Baker, Lisa Garipl'lo, Bonnie O'Malley and 
Lisa Phillips 
Monica O'Keefee, Karen Farmer, Peggy Leen and Lenny Schmidt 
Group rates are always better than singles l 
Maria Velasco and Nancy Fish 
" Franco Special" 
Mary Clare Greabe, Anne Carini, Solita Pandit, Hap Burke 
"·-Look mom-no cavities!" 
Debbie Dziallo 
ATLANTIC 
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"Can you believe he bought that hat! " 
Anna Milone with John Best in Munich 
" But I thought that you invited the guysl" 
Linda LaSala and Rosanne Zammuto 
Doug Johnson and Kate Hafsoos 
"Yah. 51 " 
Extracurriculer Activities 
DYNAMIC DUO 
Paul LeGere and Patrick Mulkerrin 
Allyson Evans 
"Joy at the start 
Fear in the journey, 
Joy in the coming home. 
A part of the heart 
Gets lost in the learning, 
Somewhere along the road ... " 
D. Folgelberg 
Teri Messner. Ida da Roza, Nancy Eddinger, Tina Raimondi , Hilary Tailor and Lisa Albo 
"So what are we going to do for the next 23 hours?" 
Mike Giovanola, "Chicks dig me because I rarely wear underwear." 
Chalonda Roberts and Teri Messner in Venice 
Suzanne Saletta and Cecilia Allevato 
"OOh l La fermata dell'autobus e QUI," 
Theresa ROssi and Mary Murray 
Study Break 
Celeste Sully and Valerie Nibler 
Lia Radley Amy Krajewski and Monica De Biase 
Pete Beanland and Frank Pappalardo 
" Pete, I like Amsterdam! " 
Pete Meyer, " You're so pretty, you're so nice, I think I love you - I LOVE YOU!" 
"OH! Good evening Fr. Arimond!" 
Jim Lynch and Lenny Schmidt 
"I dont'! think this is the footpath! " 
A night out at Zodiaco. 
Jack Cusick, Lori Schaefer, Dave Ligda, Eric Swanson, Denise 
O'Brien, Doug Johnson, Vern Holzhall , and Teri Messner. 
Jennifer Stefan , Kathy Murdock, and 
Colleen McCloskey 
Guides., 
In any foreign country, a good guide is invaluable. We had 
many who assisted us during our stay at LURC. Administra-
tors offered advice, teachers challenged us to think, and the 
staff did their best to make our stay at LURC a pleasing one. 
Their doors were open, and they were always willing to 
lend a helping hand. 
Dr. Flaminia Addis-Italian Language 
"I f you want to enjoy Rome, do not look down at the floor, which is 
often dirty, but look up and around you! Look inside buildings and 
at the skyline. Speak with the people so that you may experience a 
different reality" . 
Dr. Timothy Austin-English 
"In sober sadness any thing is better than England, and I am infini-
tely amused with my pilgrimage as far as it has gone" . 
Lord Byron, 1809 
Dr. Richard and Nancy Bowen 
Psychology and Finance 
"Buy Lire while its cheap! " 
Dr. Virgil Boyd - Accounting , Economics, Statistics, and Finance 
Rev. Murel Vogel, S.J . 
Bacchus? 
Dr. Ardis Collins 
Philosophy 
Dr. Thomas Cox-Modern Languages 
"Tu parli inglese?" 
Dr . Michael Contarino 
Political Science / Economic 
Rev. John Kilgallen , S.J., - Theology 
" Look both ways befo.re crossing a Senso Unico" . 
Mr. David Kerberle-Fine Arts 
"See Rome, but also listen to it ./I 
Dr. John Nicholson 
Fine Arts / Bookstore 
Dr. Gloriana Palesa-Italian 
" Devi studiare' " 
Dr. Timothy Lukes 
Political Science 
We regret that pictures of the following teachers do not 
appear: 
Dr. Umberto Angeloni - Economics 
Dr. Bruna Capitini - Italian 
Mr. James Cross - Economics 
Dr. James DeVoto - Classical Studies 
sr. Timothea Eliott, RMS - Theology 
Mr. David Gillerman - Fine Arts 
Ms. Amy Weiskopf - Fine Arts 
Dr. Marialuisa Caprini - Economics 
Sr. Maragret Renehan 
History 
Rev . Paul Robicheaux 
Theology 
Mr. J ohn Ray 
Fine Arts 
Dr . Timothy Standring-Fine Arts 
"Remember: looking at Classical Architecture is absolutely free" . 
Ms. Melinda Schlitt-Fine Arts 
"For the student of art, history, and culture in general, Italy and especially 
Rome, seem virtually inexhaustable. 
Dr. Giovanni Scichilone 
Classical Studies 
Mr. John Felice 
Associate Director and Dean of Students 
Ms. Kate Felice 
Assistant Director and Registrar 
Administration and Staff 
"Some people always seem to have a little time to spare, 
Just when it means the world to you to know somebody's 
there, 
They truly take an interest in everything you do, 
You can go to them with problems and they'll always see 
you through ... " 
R.ev. James C.L . Arimond, SJ 
Director and Academic Dean 
"II formaggio grande" 
Ms. Maria A. Luzi Cempanari 
Business Manager 
Dr. Martin Molnar 
Rome Center Librarian 
Ms. Sandi Franciosa 
" You want it when!?!" 
Ms. Barbara Angioletti 
School Nurse 
" Lets talk" . 
Mr. Pullviame Proietti 
Business Office 
Anthony Gargiulo, Beth Elliot , Joe Morgan 
Resident Assistants 
Mr. R. Dirodi 
Padre Frank Nash, S.J. 
Chaplain 
" Are we happy campers7" 
Mr. L. Tomassini 
Mr. Vittorio Catini 
" I' ll pretend that I didn ' t see that". 
Mr. Mario Catini 
Mr . Franco Tedesco 
"C iao Bella! " 
Rinaldo e Nella 
Mr. Domenico Barone 
Mr. Aida Schiavone 
" Pronto" 
Mr. Sandro Caschera 
" I haven't seen you for 2 mounths!" 
Angelo e Ie due Marie 
"The Big Dippers" 
Mr. Giovanni Caccetta 
Mr. Salvatore Pisu 
"Yes, I make the moonrocks" 
Mr. Fausto Fecchio 
Le Mamme Maria e Pasquina 
" BUT ... We don't do windows!" 
Those who can recall my opening talk during the orientation days in August and January might remember what some have 
termed my "keynote" or philosophy of how young people should approach their education and, for that matter, life in gene-
ral. "Work hard and play hard but just remember when you should be 'doing which" -- this maxim has served me well during 
my life and I hope you have been able to incorporate it into your lives, too, during your time at the Rome Center. For, with the 
vast opportunities for travel, the frequent visits to Giovanni's, and workshipping at the high altar of the almighty Eurial Pass, 
you have had to weigh these priorities with those of attending class and taking seriously your academic responsibilities. If, du-
ring the past semester or year, you began to come to grips with the delicate balancing of these priorities (along with your fi-
nances), then your experience abroad should have been a valuable one no matter how many Florentine sweaters or Benetton 
shirts you purchased! 
It has been my privilege these past eight mounths to have shared in your youth for, as Robert F. Kennedy so elequently said 
-- "youth is not a time of life but rather a state of mind, a temper of the will, a quality of imagination, a predominance of couve-
rage over timidity, of the appetite for adventure over the lov~ of ease." And never forget that the grandeur of youth is not your 
mind but the glory of youth is your spirit. It is a grand thing that your mind can and must seek knowledge and truth, but it is 
glorious and a wonder that your spirit can and must seek beauty and justice. With your mind you know and reason; but, with 
your spirit or soul you love and serve others. This has been my fundamental belief supporting the many happy years I have 
been priviliged to work with young people -- and this year has been no exception! Never lose your zest for life nor your quest 
to travel, for they are the ultimate test of your desire and ability to understand the diversity of the great peoples who make up 
th is world. 
As you leave the Rome Center and return to your families and familiar surroundings, remember two things: (1) in the spirit of 
the opening comment by the editor of Let's Go, give your warmest thanks and love to your parents who, realizing that you 
would return, let you go to Rome in the first place; and (2) look upon your time at LURC not as "the dream of a lifetime" but 
more as a beginning of your initiation into the world community. You will return! I will bet on that! And, when you do, remem-
ber where it all began -- here in Rome, a home that will always welcome you with open arms. Arrivederci e, in futuro, benve-
nuto ! 
James C.K. Arimond, S.J. 
Director & Academic Dean 
Accomodations 
More tempestuous American students ema-
nated into Rome between August 1984 and 
May 1985 than the Italians were prepared 
for. 
We at Let's Go Loyola discovered the best 
place to stay in town was the dormitory run 
by the Jesuits on Monte Mario. At LURC we 
found everything from lodging, a dining hall, 
and recreational facilities to a library, church 
services, banking, and travel planning acco-
modations. 
What more could we have asked for in our 
brief stay? Okay, heat. But, besides that ... ? 
Right inside LURC's door, we found the por-
ter's desk. At first when we spoke no Italian 
and they no English, it seemed as if "ne'er 
the twain shall meet. IIHowever, after a few 
crash Italian lessons and various renditions 
of "dove la ... " and "Ie chiave per. .. ," the 
porter's desk became a friendly spot to pick 
up mail, place phone calls, and obtain the 
basketball. It was Vito, Domenico, Franco, 
and Aldo who were the last to wave us off 
on our journeys and the first to greet us 
upon our return. 
Mail-call may have been a let down, the food 
may not have agreed with us, and no doubt 
the laundry situation was in a foul state of 
perpetual filth, but none of these deficien-
cies detracted from our life at the Rome Cen-
ter. It was rough-going. Our biggest problem 
was deciding which foreign country to visit 
next. We dutifully avoided the temptation of 
diligent studies and surrendered ourselves to 
the lives of maniac tourists -- backpacking, 
skiing, camping, basking in the sun, over-
night train rides, taking pictures and drin-
king. 
While in Europe, food and drink tempted us 
constantly - brats and beer in Munich, cre-
pes and wine in Paris, shi'shkabob and oozo 
in Athens. But nothing was more mouth-
watering than our own cafeteria and bar. 
CAFETERIA DI LOYOLA, a gourmet's para-
dise served a wide variety of Italian Styled 
Starch ranging from ketchup doused pasta 
to Wednesday's soggy pizza. Moon ro~ks 
offered a staple for every meal and were also 
available in take-out form for those homema-
de meals on the go. The specialty was brea-
ded veal prepared 101 different ways. 
RINALDO'S BAR, the proprietor and his wife 
Nella were always sure to please and we 
were sure to set aside half our budget for 
them. This was the only place to turn for the 
early AM cappuccino and cookie fix. Tables 
were available all day for studying, snacking, 
Trivial Pursuit games, or planning weeked 
jaunts. In the evening Rinaldo's became the 
study escape spot where we procrastinated 
over molti Peroni e Speciali. 
Terri Hernandez and Laura Ford 
"Shopping sure does build up an appetite." 
Frank Barbaric, "Did you say Venice? 
That reminds me of the time ... " 
Don Campbell 
" A day without moonrocks, is like a day without ... " 
WASH 
Table for Two? 
Sue Shrobe and Jim Sullivan 
WRING 
DRY 
A Tribute to Modern Technology 
We have travelled the world and over; seen 
the greatest sights. 
Yet, some of our foundest memories will be of 
the" ordinary" days. 
Chatting at lunch, and doing our dreaded 
laundry. 
The laughter shared, the stories told, and the 
classes discussed, as we passed our days 
among friends at LURC. 
And it is these moments; 
Simple times and someone's smile, that we 
may miss the most when we have gone our 
separate ways ... 
Marc Nanne ... at a glance 
Just like Thanksg" . 
. . IVlng In the S 
giving festivities at the Rom tates, Thanks 
full of tradition and t e Center were 
tion came through d o~ethernes~ . The tradi-
unng the b . 
and conventional turke . eautlful mass 
shed potatoes a d y dinner (with ma-
ness, however, ~Okg~~y!)· The together-
Fumbles, fouls t k unorthodox form . 
'f' ' ac les and t Un! led the LURC f . ' ouchdowns h amlly N . 
anded out for th T . 0 trophies were 
. e urkey B 
tlon, but the cham b owl competi-
. rewarded. A dunk .ps y no means went un-
. • In the mud 
sign of good sport puddle was the 
E manship a d 
ven though our thou n team-work. 
wards home we m ghts often drifted to-
day. ' ade the most of our hoi i-
The Ag ony of Defeat 
" N 0 , No, That' ll NEVER Work ." 
p y with t he boys! " " Told you I could la . 
Sue Scanlon 
" OKAY -- so I d ropped it" 
Michael Secondo 
" Cheers - Liters" 
Sara G I h a e ouse and J oanne Lendway 
" Kicka Aya" 
The Thrill of Victory 
Julie Geary and Geri McMahon 
" What do you mean YEARBOOK!?! " 
Marianne Lynch, Tom Kenny, Neil Kennedy, and Kathy Nageotte 
Roomies -- Dianne W allace, 
Chris Crisagulli 
and Judy Hymel 
r\ \ll ,'I 
Chris Morozin 
"You and me-
One on One! " 
CUBS '84 -- Bleacher Bums 
Rob Catania, " II conto per favore." The 3rd Floor Gang 
" Higher Education" 
Ruben Rucoba, Lenny Schmidt, and George Relais 
Moonrocks and paper thin walls, 
Little heat and ants in our halls. 
Yet, 
Weary from travel and returing to Rome, 
Nothing could compare to our home away from home. 
John Gallivan 
" I ca n't go out tonight . I've got to study." " ANTS!! " 
Ellen Simpao, Lisa Nowak, and Lenny Schmidt 
Chuck Laird 
Corrine Lebens and Colette Fitzgerald 
Dan Musca 
"Why did I wash 
A ll my clothes?" 
Mary Delanty, Gianmario Ghivarello, and Kathy Kerby 
"Ah, Life is sweet." 
A lfonso de la Morena 
"Very Dangerous" 
Papal Audience 
As the clock ticked on in the grand audito-
rium we sat somber, impatient and sleepy. 
Regardless of faith, whether we had come 
on our own or as a group, the event was one 
most would never forget. Surely this was an 
event for even the gentlemen of Loyola spor-
ted their finest! At last our hearts were lifted 
as the beloved Pope John Paul II slowly wal-
ked across the stage. 
We sat among t he crowd, yet his w ords tou-
ched each one of us individually. As he spo-
ke in seven languages our hearts were atten-
t ive,if not our ears. 
" Never has so much been experienced by so 
many so superficially" 
Heeeere's J.P. I 
Anne Durkin 
" He touched me" 
Jack Cusick 
"What a place to pick up chicks!" 
John Kinney 
Spi rit fil led cries sprang from our mouths 
when at last he greeted us - The Loyola 
University Rome Center. It was an emo-
tion felt by the entire audience; from the 
songs of the Polish congregation to the 
cheers of the ·Sealy Posturepedic Co. 
The excitement reached its peak as slowly 
Pope John Paul proceeded down the ai-
sle, We reached out with our hearts and 
with out hands. Some .were brought to 
tears others to cries of joy. 
The rain fell as we ran through St. Peters 
Square. The impact of wha't we had expe-
rienced is not easily put to words. For 
most meeting such a man was unparalle-
led. Surely John Paul was aware of the 
thrill he gave one student as he turned to 
him amongst the crowds and called, 
" You tell America I say Hi!" 
Rex Houlihan Sue Maiorano and Ann Metayer 
No comment -- for once! 
You ca n dress them up, but you ca n' t ta ke them out l 
Michael Ryan and Frank Barbaric 
Mike Egan 
Piazza Loyola 
In keeping with Rome's tradition of great piazze, Piazza Loyola surpases even the 
grandest. It is truly unique. Admist the roar of radios, 'wisdom of teachers, and gos-
sip of the day -- this small island stood as the core of Loyola's social life. During the 
day, we gathered here to study, write letters, or simply worship the sun. But, at 
night it sprang to life. Couples whispered, the Giovanni's crowd stumbled through, 
and all who lay in bed listened attentively. Surely no other piazza made so much hi-
story each and every night. 
Filomena Campana, Sue Wainwright, and Cheryl Hinshaw 
Kathryn Gambill 
-
Julie Coleman 
" So this is Rome ... " 
Mary Jane Laster 
"No Mary Jane, Carnivale is next week!" 
Susan Saunders and Melinda Rupp . 
" Dove il happening discoteca?" 
" R.A .'s are not there to create disorder, they"'re there to preserve it" 
Scott Kockos, Paul Maxwell, Joe Morgan, Sean Grant, and Steve Gallagher 
Veronica Murphy, Kathleen Morrison, Ann Baker and Lisa Baran Jim Lynch and Damon Anderson 
" So I tell you , this girl was gorgeous ... " 
" What some invent the rest enlarge." 
John Del Santo 
Happiness is when the paper in your box is not a 
bill. 
John Swift 
Lisa Sweeney 
All Smiles 
Denise Kogut and Mary Jo Gervase 
"Michelangelo .. : more overlll 
Boys Night Out 
Sandy Velez "In Cognito" 
Kathy Mack 
"I have to punch my WHAT?" 
M6fk Laba!l, Betsy Fahey, John Cusick, John Deneen, 
Eric Swanson and Doug Johnson 
All Night Bakery bound!! 
One hot September morning, the 990 
bus, stuffy and sticky from a previous 
night's rain, rambled uphill and carried 
me to class. On my right sat a man 
who was puffing on the largest cigar I 
believe I have ever seen. Adjectives li-
ke "rank" and "foul" could not begin 
to describe the pungent auroma bel-
ched from that dark cylinder of tobac-
co. Feeling faint from nausea, I lunged 
to open a window but cries of "mal di 
fegato" (sick liver) stopped me abrup-
tly and surely . Finally, through teary, 
blood-shot eyes, I turned my green-
tinted face toward the smoker and 
pointed to the "Vietato Fumare" (No 
Smoking) sign. The man patronizingly 
explained that a foreigner, like myself, 
could not understand the "spirit" be-
hind the no smoking law. "That rule 
does not apply to me," he said. "It 
means that it would be disasterous if 
everyone on the bus decided to smoke." 
Fr. Paul Robicheaux 
Sights 
SETTING; a dorm, two students, on a ty-
pical Wednesday evening. 
Bob : We have to decide tonight, 
we're leaving tomorrow after my 
Italian class. 
Mary: 
Bob: 
Mary: 
Hey, why not Switzerland? 
I've been there, how about Pa-
ris? 
I'm going there over break, besi-
des it's kinda far and I don't 
want to validate my Eurail yet. 
Bob: I know, let's stay in Italy, it will 
be cheap and I haven't seen it 
yet. 
Mary: I don't know, let's go where eve-
ryone else isn't. 
Bob: Tell me about it. Let's decide to-
morrow, Ciao! 
Mary: Ciao! 
Decisions, decisions; our lives abroad we-
re full of them. Bounded only by limited 
time, money, and train schedules, the op-
portunities for travel were otherwise infi -
nite. With backpacks in position and Let's 
Go in hand, we began each weekend with 
far-fetched desires and always seemed to 
return fulfilled. Discovering sights, deci-
phering maps, and making new friends 
along the way were precious supplements 
to our educational experience . 
When money was tight and our patience 
was gone, we did not have to travel far. 
Europe's Eternal City lay in our backyard. 
The sights, the sounds, the smells, and 
the people of Rome were. waiting to be 
discovered. 
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J eff Schmidt 
" I don ' t snore! " 
With the most efficent railway system in 
the world and the best auto routes ever 
built, transportation was rarely a problem. 
Mopeds, boats, and planes provided ex-
traordinary means of reaching difficult lo-
cations. Some of us, however, still mana-
ged to run into trouble. We discovered in 
no time that travelling in large groups 
could be chaos. January's snowfall 
brought the "eternal wait" in Milan's air-
port. Constantly striking buses and trains 
were a great inconvenience. Some stu-
dents bit the dust on speeding vespas or 
got off the boat on the wrong island. 
Asking for directions in a foreign langua-
ge always proved to .be challenging. We 
often breathed heart felt sighs of relief 
when we finally reached our destination. 
In spite of all our difficulties, we enjoyed 
ourseleves by partying and making new 
friends along the way. Somehow, we ma-
naged to get there (wherever " there" 
may have been) . 
Colleen McC losky, Sandy StorCh, Mary Kau l, Su sie Reiss, J ulie Hayden, Mart in Doublesin , 
J ulie Langholdt 
' The plane for Athens is now departing". 
" Has anyone seen Pat?" 
Getting There 
"We can lead you to sights, but not to the insights". 
Lenny Schmidt. 
The eternal wa it to get to the eternal ci ty . 
Paul Maxwell 
Enjoy the beautiful sights of Europe by rail. 
Let's Go Europe 1984 
Getting there is half the fun! 
Debra Blankenship, Tom Kenny, and Sue Tamburelli. 
Molly Donahue, Ann Kendall , Solita Pandit, Paul Sarmiento, Amy McDo-
nough, and Anne Durkin . 
Oktoberfest in Munich 
Let's go to a place where people greet 
you with open arms, where the smell of 
bratwurst and sauerkraut linger in the air, 
and where the finest beer in all the world 
flows like an endless river . Let's go to Mu-
nich, Muchen, Oktoberfest! 
Oktoberfest is Germany enjoying its finest 
hour. A mixed celebration of fun and cul -
ture . Present here was enough bait to lure 
any LURe student on his semester-long 
pursuit of pleasure . 
Once settled and somewhat rested, we 
viewed the city , and invaded the fair-
grounds. Anyone present in Munich reali-
zed that Oktoberfest was something not 
to be discussed but to be experienced! 
Angela Riebenack 
At least you found you r bratwurst ... 
Go for it! 
"Watch out for those American girlsl" 
Marianne Lynch and Stacy Sack 
ROUND ONE 
Anne Keller, Jeanne Davini, and Deirdre Deasy 
" Munch-out" 
Lindsay Jackson, Betsy Syme, and Linda Logan 
Anthony Lazzara 
"Hey dolls, where ya going?" 
Chris Matsis and Ellen O'Brien 
Another one bites the dust 
Nei l Kennedy, Mike Egan, Dan Musca, J ohn Kinney, and Hal 
Tom Polito' and Louise Sclafani 
"Youth is the time to study wisdom; old age is the time to practice it" . 
Rousseau 
Lisa Gauthier and Chris Herkert Moon over the Acropolis 
Rex Houlihan, Kate Hafsoos and Cindy Johnson 
Tina Raimondi, Sara Galehouse, Anne Durkin and Barbara Jordan. 
Vern--Man or myth? 
Greece 
Always hunting for a bargain, we mana-
ged to hit Greece during the off-season. 
The polluted and over-crowded city of 
Athens was rescued only by the revelling 
nightlife. Mopedding on Mykonos, 
through whitewashed cities and past 
herds of sheep to Paradise Beach, gave 
us a true feeling of island life. The olive 
groves below Delfi and the Temple of 
Apollo in Corinth definitely compensated 
for our eternal bus trips, The fact that 
1984 was an Olympic year made our trip 
to Olympia that much more exciting . We 
can now understand "the glory that was 
Greece", and is yet today . 
"She ain' t heavy, she's our tour guide" . 
Dom Vecchio, Pepi and Rex Houlihan 
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Cervinia 
"You can slip' and slide down the 
mountain side in Cervinia ... " The hair-
pin turns taken while climbing the 
mountain left most of us hugging the 
floor of the bus. At the summit, the al -
titude caused problems for some and 
became the universal excuse for the ri-
diculous actions of all. Skiing in the 
shadow of the Matterhorn was a thrill 
for beginners and pros alike - Disney-
land come to life. The action packed 
evenings were full of snowball fights in 
the streets and sledding on plastic 
bags, along with partying at the infa-
mous " Red Dragon" and "Hotel Con-
tinental." By the end of the weekend 
our tired, aching, and in some cases 
well wrapped limbs signaled to all that 
it was time to go home. 
Nancy Fish , Maria Velasco , and 
Kim McMillan 
" Apres Skiing" 
Barbara Jordan, Rex Hou lihan, Jeff Schmidt, 
and Ann Metayer 
" Bif" in action 
Martin Doublesin 
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" I got the moves! " Brenda Reeb 
WIPE OUT! 
Sergio Marini 
Kamikazee-Skier 
Donna Cardinale 
" Italy is on which side of the mountain!?" 
Mike Howard and Paul Sullivan 
Terri Rossi and Dan Touhy 
Snow-Tanning 
Italy 1/ A man who has not been In Italy is always conscious of an inferiority". 
Italy provided opportunities for endless 
exploration . We were surrounded by the 
breathtaking peaks of the Valled' Aosta, 
the rolling hills of Rome, and the sea and 
sun of Sicily. Each region had unique dia-
lects, cuisi~, and cultural flavor. Whene-
ver possible, we hopped trains to explore 
the countryside. 
Our travels were like a stroll through hi-
story. We caught glimpses of ancient Ital 
through its monuments and remains. 
Ruins became entertaining as we imitated 
our favorite statues and raided the Colos-
seo. 
Art work was plentiful. Fountains and 
churches containing masterpieces of 
sculpture and fresco graced the land. We 
studied marble beauties "up close and 
personal" by taking a dip or planting a 
kiss on a sculptured god. Florence, the 
"Flower of the Renaissance," was only 
hours away; but which our vengence for 
shopping we often swarmed there to the 
"Flower of the Flea Markets". 
Experiencing Italy, however, went far 
beyond exploring its cities; it meant min-
gling with its people. With our limited Ita-
lian, we chatted with those we met on 
trains, hanging out at the Spanish Steps, 
and sipping cappuccino in local cafes. We 
learned to sUivive crowded busses and 
endless "scioperos." Eventually we grew 
accustom to siestas and pasta, and we 
had no problem sampling our share of ge-
lato and vino. 
Whether we fell in love with Italy or were 
worn weary by its ways, we all share one 
thing in common living here has been so-
mething that we will never forget. 
Laura Faraci and Paula Papetti 
Cappuccini per due 
Samuel Johnson 
-~. 
Rape of the Memphis Woman 
Shawn LaBelle and Barbara Jordan 
" Quiet, nuns at work" . 
Chuck Laird, Mike Zaker, and Paul Maxwell 
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MaryBeth Fox 
"Oh, It's coins not loins in the fountain!!" 
•• 
Michele Dante, Sue Maiorano and Mike Reimer 
"When in Rome, do as the Tourists do ... " 
Venetian Fun 
Chris Herkert, Kerry Christie, Terri Brower and Kris Zanche 
John Bianchi and Molly Do~hue 
" One wrong move and ... Woops! " 
Italian amico, Ka ren Mag id , Italiano amico, Juliet Szegedi , 
and laura Faraci 
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Tammy Gullo, Anna Molle, Chalonda Roberts, l'Uomo Italiano, 
l aura Deluna, Lisa Albo and Lori Schaefer 
J oanne l endway, Suza nna Maiorano and Gianmario 
Ghivarello 
lAND SHARKI 
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Chalonda Roberts and friend 
John Bianchi, Phyllis Mogielski, Wes Moynan, Denise Sullivan, Molly Donahue, 
Mike Howard, Melinda Rupp, Betsy Fahey 
Carnivale 
For that last big bash before succumbing to 
those strict Lenten promises, there was Car-
nivale. Whether we celebrated in Munich, 
Venice or Rome, Fat Tuesday festivities kept 
us enthralled. Hand painted masks made of 
ceramic or papermache were sold as souve-
nirs . Fantastically colored costumes were 
designed by hand . Behold King Midas or 
Sleeping Beauty. It was in the streets that 
fairy tales and myths (,:ame to life. Crowds of 
bears, clowns, mice, and musketeers para-
ded into Piazza San Marco. Strands of lights 
illuminating the square revealed a flow of 
theatrical figures making their way towards 
the dancers. The atmosphere was intoxica-
ting . With masks in place, we melted into 
the crowd and became part of ... Carnivale! 
Betch Rancic and Monica O' Keeffe 
Israel 
Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Hebron, Jericho -- pla-
ces we normally only read about in the Bible 
or heard about on the nightly news. As far as 
we were concerned, they were located on 
the other side of the world and were well out 
of reach. However, for Spring Break '85 we 
hopped on a plane and within a few hours 
we were juxtaposed to the Promise Land . 
We had never seen anything quite like it be-
fore. In Jerusalem we bargained in the mar-
kets, pranced barefoot through the mosques 
and tried to understand the significance of 
praying at the Western Wall. Like the Cho-
sen People we ventured through the Negev 
Desert past camels, tanks, and Bedoin No-
mads. Braving the cliffs of Masada was an 
experience in itself and a float in the Dead 
Sea was our just reward. Sightseeing beca-
me a routine as Emil told us to "make" our 
pictures and venders sold "50 postcards-one 
dollar." The experiences were countless and 
never to be equalled. By the end of the trip 
we were all exhausted and our bonfire on the 
Mediterranean beach was the perfect con-
clusion to a perfect trip. 
Lindsay Jackson 
" Does this thing have breaks" 
Steve Gallagher in Hezekiah's Tunnel 
"Let's get lit!" 
Juliet Szegedi, Chris Morozin, AnnMarie Lampariello, Eva Pusateri, 
Shawn LaBelle, James " Hal" Halloran, Melinda Rupp, Aileen Hollis, Robin 
Rapp , Rex Houlihan, Susan Evenson and Michael Smith 
Brenda Reeb at Masada 
Tom Nootbaar, Shawn LaBelle and a UN Guard 
" They can't shoot us we're Americans" 
Gloria Gargiulo 
Liqu id Lunchbreak ... grapefruit juice and vodka anyone? 
Shawn LaBelle and Steven Gallagher 
" How much for the little girl?" 
Brenda Reeb , Dominic Vecchio, Aileen Hollis, Shawn LaBelle, James 
" Hal" Halloran, Peter Lorenz, Ann Kendall, Robin Rapp, Ken Franzese 
What makes you think we're drunk? 
Fr. Nash and Fr. Arimond 
Mass at the Mount of Beatitudes 
Nightlife 
With classes and school work out of the 
way, the evenings became our playtime. 
Luckily, Rome offered much in the way of 
nightly entertainment. 
Pasquino: Better known as "the America 
Theater" showed movies in English for those 
unilingual experts in all of us. And who could 
forget the little old man who appeared du-
ring fntermission with his speedy refre-
shment cart . 
Ristoranti: Dining out was a rare treat. Whe-
ther it was calzone at the birreria or splurging 
at the Hilton, the occasion was enjoyable 
just the same. We managed to find the best 
Chinese food in Rome and the cheapest re-
staurants in Trastevere. At times, even gelati 
at Giolitti 's constituted a meal out. 
Operas and Concerts: For a more sophistica-
ted evening, students headed towards the 
theatre. Yes, some people attented these 
events because they wanted to (not everyo-
ne was lucky enough to take Music Appre-
ciation!. 
Piazze: di Spagna and Navona, two of the 
most famous piazze in the city, constantly 
roared with natives, tourists, musicians and 
artists. Whether you were sitting by the 
fountain or on the steps, as long as you had 
some friends by your side a pleasant evening 
was guaranteed. 
Dinner Dance 
With water running, doors slamming, 
hairdryers buzzing, and lights sporadically 
turning on and off (blown circuit after 
blown circuit), one would have thougnt 
the building was haunted. Suddenly the 
student body emerged sparkling head to 
toe and garbed in seemly attire, This con-
firmed our presumptions. The campus 
was possessed! What was the strange 
phenomenon which caused these abnor-
mal events? Twice a year as LURe kicked 
off a new semester, the same ritual occu-
red; the traditional Dinner Dance. 
" 
Tension lingered in the air as we sat down 
to dinner with strangers. But as the vino 
flowed so did the conversation. The en-
dless recitations of "Where do you live?", 
"What school are you from?", "What's 
your major?", and "Do you know so and 
so ... ?", gave way to the musical accom-
paniment which prompted us to dance 
the night away. By the end of the evening 
we had all become acquainted and those 
strange faces were on their way to beco-
ming familiar. The Dinner Dance had en-
ded, but the friendships had just begun. 
linda Bertolucci, Tina Christofilis, linda Casale, and lynn Coyle 
Donna Cardinale and Peter Haase Ellen Berry 
Sue Scanlon and Rex Houlihan 
"let's Tangol " 
Bar bara Billhardt 
"Ca ll my car, darling." 
Tom Neville and John Gallivan 
"C lass tomorrow .. . HAHI" 
Mary Delanty and Kathy Kerby 
Kathy Hangensee, Brad Alexander and Caroline Miller 
"Gatta love this girl-boy ratio!" 
Frank Nash, Joan Dessert, Meg Maddux and Jeanie Glunz 
Phyllis Mogielski, Wes Moynan and the Dancing Waiter laura Deluna 
"I was told it's the latest style in Parisi" 
Linda Connolly and Matt Rush 
Adam J ones, Lucia Mauro, and Nancy Nativo 
Robin Rapp and Lisa Rapacz 
Cathy Wenzel and Mary McTague 
Rob Forte, Ken Franzese, and Damon Anderson 
Tony de Nicola , Laura Faraci and Paula Papetti 
''I'm a magnet, what can I say?" 
Aileen Hollis and Michele Dante 
"Waste not, want not! " 
Michael Connelly and Louise Lewis Gloria Gargiulo, Kathy Donat, and Kiki Ryan 
Lenny Schmidt, Elaine Lee, Ruben Rucoba, and Lisa Nowak Dan Gassmann and Maria Pierotti 
Toga Party 
"Did the Ancient Romans really wear Togas?" 
Yes Anne, the Ancient Romans really 
did wear Togas. But why did we? 
Why do people get dressed up in bed 
sheets, drink too much, and act like 
raving idiots? Why did we litter the 
halls, break parietals and reduce our 
behaviour to the level , of dumb 
beasts? Why do men climb moun-
tains? Because as the owisemen tell 
us, the things in life that make the 
least ~ense often make the most sen-
se. 
In keeping with this mentality, John 
Bianco, Paul O'Malley, and Anthony 
Lazzara put together a batch of "Jo-
nestown" punch that almost claimed 
as many victims as the real thing. 
The trail left from the Rec Room to 
their rooms had every ant in the buil-
ding marching upstairs the next mor-
ning. 'Why did we do this? How could 
we have poured that poison down 
our throats and called it fun? Why do 
men climb mountains? 
Anne Durkin 
And at the party, how could we have 
danced with people we had complai-
ned about that day at lunch? How 
could we swing hips until our feet 
ached and our backs mourned? Why 
do men climb mountains? 
And when the party broke-up, why 
did we raid and loot the bathrooms 
we had to use the next day? Why did 
we fill the halls and stairwells with 
toilet paper that would not be repla-
ced until Monday? Why did we sneak 
into rooms to slip those togas off on-
ly to face the cafeteria in the mor-
ning? 
Yes Anne, the Ancient Romans really 
did wear togas, but it is a good thing 
that we only wear them on very spe-
cial occasions! 
\ 
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" O.K. Vito, Let'em in! " 
Alfonso de la Morena 
John Travolta never looked so good! 
Maggie Magnuson 
" ADAM - what big leaves you have!" 
\ 
" Sorry, we're looking for the Shriner's 
Convention . " 
John Best, Jay Romano Marc Nanne 
and Mike Guerra 
Anne Bannister, AnaMaria Veiga, Joanie Geary, Nancy Webber, and Louise Sclafani 
Mike Smith and Eugene Chong 
" Don't slam, smile Smith" 
M ike Riemer, Mike Secondo, Steve Gallagher, and John Kinney 
' 'I'm getting in this picture no matter what ... " 
Rex Houlihan, Sue Scanlon , Tom Walsh, Lindsay Jackson, and Ida da Roza 
Paul Badaracco 
" Could I get a table here, buddy?" 
Chris Crisafulli, Amy McDonough and Ann Kendall 
LURC's been short sheetedll 
"BOOF!" 
Colette Fitzgerald, Cindy Johnson and. Betsy Fahey 
Lisa Jameson, Allyson Evans, and Dan Musca Julie Aus 
" You make me wanna SHOUT! " 
Kate Hafsoos and Rocco Domanico 
"Darling , is that a Gucci toga 7" 
Jay Romano 
" Sometimes you just got t a say, What the ... " !" 
John Bianco, Rory Shannon, Paul O'Malley and Denise O'Brien 
Laura De Luna and Lori Schaefer 
" Dancing in the Sheets" 
Gloria Gargiulo, Tina Raimondi , Camie Trafficanda and Lisa Albo 
Robin Boman and Wendy Heise 
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Tammy Gullo and Lisa Gauthier 
Miss LURC 1984 and 1st runner up 
Kerry Christie and Terri Brower 
Where's Pokey7 
i ( 
Laura Ford , Sheila Earthman, Ruth Tighe, Terri Hernandez and Lindsay Jackson 
Isn 't there enough vino at this party already? 
Pete Lorenz 
A Roamin ' Colleseum 
Rex Houlihan, Tom Walsh and Tina Raimondi 
Fritto Bandito and the Oilers 
Shawn LaBelle and Aileen Hollis 
" Hey Adolf - isn't this party a gas?" 
Nancy Eddinger, Hilary Taylor, Teri Messner and Linda Connolly 
"This pasta really grows on you!" 
Halloween Party 
"Trick or Treat?" Loyola students dared not 
utter these words for fear of ghostly prank-
sters! No doorbells were rung , no Snicker 
bars or candy corn were handed out, but the 
holiday spirit did not pass us by. The Ro-
mans may not have understood all the com-
motion at 114 Via Massimi but as usual, that 
did not deter the festivities. Back in the Sta-
tes, children covered themselves in shaving 
cream as they ravaged their neighborhoods, 
while we here at Loyola delighted ourselves 
with spirits of every variety. 
Potions were concocted all night long and 
the dancing never stopped. It was all quite a 
sight! Where else could you have seen the 
Colosseum boogie, a metro ticket remain 
unused, vineyards buzzing on beer, Hitler 
getting bombed, Gumbies turning green or 
pasta quite so hot! Though no candy was 
collected in those black and orange bags, for 
many the night was not totally without its 
treats! 
John McEnry and Marie Trafficanda 
J 
Susan Saunders, Debbie Behnke, Denise Sullivan , Phyllis' 
Mogielski , Kathy Mack, Vicki Gustatson and Melinda Rupp 
Solita Pandit, Mike Smith and Anne Carini 
"It's rough having girls fall all over me. " 
Tony de Nicola , Adam Jones and Sandy Velez 
Vickie Gustafson and Susan Balcerzak 
Hal and Robin Rapp 
No Robin , Hal doesn't fool around on first dates! 
Matt Ricci, Tom Neville, Kathy Nageotte and Keith Greer 
"Ratio? No problems here!" 
Monica O"Keeffe, George Relais, Peggy Leen, Tony de Nicola Crane, Lenny Schmidt, Adam Jones 
and Ruben Rucoba 
Pre-party 
Carnivale Party 
In keeping with the true spirit of LURC a 
chance for a party did not pass us by. 
Carnivale was the season and once agin 
we sported our strangest. Everything 
from hats to rubber noses were ttJe style 
of the evening . The Rec Room rocked to 
the sounds. The spirits flowed and the 
Roman nightlife was at it's peak! 
Robin Rapp and Eva Pusateri 
"I thought it was their legs the Italians didn't shave." 
Our Roman Playground 
Somewhere around Latitude 420 north 
and Longitude 120 west it lies. It's on the 
famous boot peninsula rising out of the 
Mediterranean on spaceship earth : our 
Roman playground, no admission gate, 
no closing time. 
By day we went to the Pantheon, threw 
the frisbee at Villa Borghese and ate ice 
cream at Giolitti's. By night, we went to 
the bars. We all had our preferred niches 
and common watering holes. The Zodiac 
in season, Giovanni's anytime, 
Vincenzo's when the heat was on, the 
Birreria as # 2 in the triple crown. Old Gol-
doni's until the law caught up with them, 
the AII-Night-Bar followed by a dough 
stuffed face via the AII-Night-Bakery all 
became ritual. 
How many classes missed by the Litre 
Club? How many trains missed by all? 
How much beer bottle philosophy bel-
ched forth? How many megalomanic 
plans for world domination discussed? 
We are all better off not knowing the an-
swers to these questions. But we laughed 
ourselves silly and spread happiness and 
love; it's the only thing that there's just 
too little of. So here's to it: another cheer, 
another chance, another beer, another 
dance, another long silent prayer for this 
madness called-mankind . 
Julie Coleman. Celeste Sully, Molly Donahue and Pau l 
Sarmiento 
" German beer, um, um good!" 
Eddie Dettling and Colleen Geary 
"I' ll bet you say that to all the gir ls!" 
Lori Schaefer and Tammy Gullo 
Hap Burke and Paul O'Malley 
"Keep your cool Hap, she's coming our way!" 
Dan Gassmann, Denise Sullivan, Martin Doublesin, Vickie Gustafson, 
Susan Balcerzak, Tom Neville and Lenny Schmidt 
How many people can you cram into a Giovanni's booth at one? 
Joe Morgan, Mike Smith, Solita Pandit, Paul Su llivan, Anthony Gargiulo and Chris Morozin Scott Kockos, Julie McCormick , Margaret Warwick and 
"Qu ick, whi le the others aren't lookingl " Sean Grant 
" We th ink he's in love." 
.John Deneen, Doug Johnson, Amy McDonough and Chris Morizin 
"You want him? He's yours!" 
Mary McTague, Julie Coleman and Cathy Wanzel 
" Say formaggio!" 
Practical Information 
"What do I need to take with me?" Before 
every excursion throughout the year, we 
pondered this question . As we traveled, we 
discovered what was essential -- in our 
"packs" and in our lives. 
Thinking about what we should bring home, 
we filled our suitcases with memories and 
momentoes. Europe had been conquered . 
We broadened our minds and discovered 
how much more there was to learn and to 
explore. We made countless friends about 
whom we will often reminisce .. . 
"Here I sit 
alone and ponder. 
My thoughts are here 
quiet and somber. 
Where do I rest this 
night my Lord? 
Is it alone without 
those I came 
to know and love? 
My friends, my friends, 
where art though now-
beyond it all? 
I miss you already 
for now I am home, 
. far away from the 
eternal city. 
I thought it 
would never end. 
Now I see it only depends 
on thoughts, memories, 
picture$ and friends . 
Let them always be present, 
never removed by trends. 
I love you one, 
I love you all. 
Those I came to grow 
with and fall. 
May the day come ' 
when we see and feel 
The times of youth again." 
Dominic Vecchio 
Janet Mraz 
" PUT THAT CAMERA AWAYI " 
Robin Rapp and Eva Pu sateri 
" We like everything BIG -- big beers, big pretzels ... " 
Liz Crane, Mike Howard and Beth Rancic 
" STEP into my office." 
Marco Sainz 
" She loves me, she loves me not .. " 
Damon Anderson, Eric Haas, Ken Franzese, Laura Faraci, Paula Papetti, Brad Alexander 
You have just entered the twilight zone . 
Lia Radley, Teri Messner, Imelda McGovern, Gina Pianalto, Teresa Trunzo 
" Dea r Mom and Dad, Camp is great l " 
" Peter Haase, CBS News, Athens, Greece. Back to you Dan." 
Terri Rossi and Amber Colbert 
" Due birre per favore l " 
J oe Massa rell i, Italiano amico, John Gallivan , Keith Greer 
" So·you want to learn about America ? Grab a brewski!" 
Ri ch Guest 
No Rich , that plane is going to Sioux City, Iowa. 
Jenny Zoellner, Tony Lazzara, Colleen Lydon, Mary Mikit, Renee Giambra 
"What nice oranges you have!" 
Liz Crane and Peggy Leen 
" Biglietti per favore " 
Rob Boyd 
"Faser it Scotty, it's alive l " 
Mary Metzger and Suzanne Saletta 
Colette Fitzgerald , Julianne Conner, Betsy Syme, Terri Schultz, Deb Perticone 
"Where did you say J.P. lived?" 
For Sale: one dormant volcano, Pompeii Heights, see Don Pasek 
Mary Jane Laster, Kathy Nageotte, Laura DeLuna, Marianne Lynch, Paula Papetti, Juliet 
Szegedi, Karen Magid, Laura Faraci, and Susie Naftzger. 
" Dove sono ragazzil" 
Gelati at Giolittisl 
Francesca De Trana, Denise Sullivan, Ka le Gerber, Deb Behnke, Tom Nootbaar, 
Dawn Seipold, Phyllis Mogielski, and Wes Moynan 
Lisa Baran , Veronica Murphy, Sheila Hanley 
L AStt 
Monica Alberson 
Bacio dal Lupo 
Kale Gerber and Lynn Coyle 
II Buon giorno!" 
Laura Kiener 
Mary Mikit and Maria Cimato 
Chris Hajek, Tracey Lemon, Jim Sullivan, Maggie Magnuson, Brenda Reeb 
"At least we all showered!" 
Francesca DeTrana, Elaine lee, George Relias and Nancy Nativo 
Michael Heaney 
Bill Kern 
Parla Italiano? 
Bonnie O'Malley and Mary Metzger 
Susie Evenson, Jim lynch and Meg Maddux 
" Parietal hours? Never heard of 'em." 
Denise lullo and Mary Metzger 
Tammy Gulo, Anna Molle and laura Deluna 
It's Tammy Wynette and friends 
Cecilia Allevato, Karen Magid, Tom Nootbaar, and Susie Naftzger 
The traveler's meal! 
Mark labas 
" I'm in control." 
Rich Medina and Brenda Reeb 
" High Mom." 
Amy Dwyer and Lynne La Torre 
Mary Jo Gervase, Liz Keeley, Denise Kogut 
" She knows Aunt Hilda." 
Rocco Domanico and John Bianchi 
M onica Alberson, Tricia Ru bino and Sheila Murphy 
Olympic Hackysack Team 
James " Hal" Halloran, J oe McKitrick, J im Prendergast, 
Steve Ga llagher 
Lu cia Morabi to 
Eileen King, Barbara Billhardt, Janet Mraz, Eddie Dettling, Dan Gassmann, 
Gloria Garigiulo 
"More than two people constitute a party ... Didn't you hear me?" 
J im Su lliva n and Sandy Velez 
Beauty and the Beast 
Dennis " Easy Rider" Fraher 
Gianmario Gh ivarello . 
The Marlboro Man 
Kitty Crivolio 
Joe Morgan, " Flounder" Sarmiento, Anthony Lazzara and John Bianco 
Mike Conneily and Joe Malham 
" Go ahead, make my day" 
Terri Brower and Chris Zanche 
" Watch out girls,we're hot tonight" 
lisa Baran 
Kathy Mahoney 
Anna Molle and laura Deluna 
Filomena Campana and Joe Morgan 
" Gettin ' the Buzz l " 
Joe McKitrick, Jul ie Barber and Bridget Gorman 
Tom Donough, Vicki Gufstason and Susa n Saunders 
Robin Bowman and W endy Heisse 
James Halloran 
Steve Gallagher and Shawn LaBelle Dawn Seipold 
Lisa Al bo and Ida DaRoza 
Terri Brower 
\/ • 
Margie Best, Ellen Berry and Lisa Phil ips 
The Roman Sun: 
A Memoir 
A postcard could not quite do it. Even a 
picture-filled book of the city couldn 't quite 
conjure up the feeling that the Roman sun 
exuded. 
I sat in my room in the family house in River 
Forest. On my desk rested some pens, va-
rious papers and a postcard I had received 
that day from an Italian friend in Rome. I sta-
red blankly at the card, a photo of Piazza 
Barberini with Bernini's fountain in the mid-
dle. Why would be send a card of Piazza 
Barberini?, I had wondered. There were mo-
re grandiose places in Rome, certainly. But it 
didn't matter. More postcards were sent that 
year and I had had the same dull, quiet reac-
tion. To feel the city, you had to be in the ci-
ty. I wanted to retu rn. 
The sun illuminated Rome like it illuminated 
no other place. It put things in perspective. I 
remember how the citrus trees in our cour-
tyard flickered in the light wind and how the 
sun provided a distinctive aura in this activi-
ty. There was no smog and I heard no cars . 
The sun was a warm friend. 
Walking down Via Ottaviano toward the Va-
tican one could smell the "old country" as 
vendors squatted to roast their chestnuts , 
the beggars who along the curb and side-
walks made that sun sting with reality. 
(cont.) 
And when the night came in and the sun fa-
ded away the city would take on a new iden-
tity. In comparison to most other urban cen-
ters Rome is a safe city. But with the absen-
ce of the sun there seemed to lurk an evil at-
mosphere. I didn't know if I was safe; I wai-
ted for someone or something to appear. 
Once, at night, I found myself down near the 
Colosseum . I had wanted to sneak into the 
Forum nearby and see what it was like at 
night, without the sun and without the tou-
rists. There was a high, formidable wall to 
scale down. I could only make it in there in 
my dreams' and in a dream Tiberius might ha-
ve appeared . I 
The phone rang in the other room. It was dif-
ficult to pull out of my trance, eyes still affi-
xed to the postcard, mind caught up in a me-
mory, I recalled receiving a phone call in Ro-
me from a friend in the States once. It was fi -
ve a.m . on my clock and I had been awaken 
from a deep sleep. I had panicked at the con-
tinuous ring of the foreign phone. The caller 
was at a party and I could hear him only fain-
tly. I hungup in frustation. Soon the sun 
would rise. 
Meanwhile, the phone at home continued to 
ring . 
Anthony Gargiulo J r. 
Sara Galehouse and Aileen Hollis 
Pau l O'Malley and Dominic Vecchio 
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Filomena Ca mpana and Rocco Domanicho Scott Allyn a~d Michael Ryan 
Sol ita Pand it , Anne Durkin, Molly Donough, Pau l Sarmiento, Ann Kendal and Anne Carini 
Frank Barbaric 
Karen Magid, Susie Naftzger, Cecilia A llevato and Tom Nootbaar 
Harry Monaco, Deirdre Deasy and Denise O'Brien 
Kathy Gambill , Magg ie Magnuson, Doug J ohnson, J ohn Deneen and 
Brenda Reeb 
A lfonso de la Morena and Dan Musca 
The staff of LET'S GO LOYOLA was an ever changing 
group of indiyiduals. The semester change-over along with 
constant outbreaks of the travel bug, exam cramming and 
the just plain "need" to get out and party, all added to a 
constant rotation of duties. It would be contrary to the spirit 
of the year to confine these efforts to a static listing of edi-
tors. It would be impossible to properly acknowledge all 
who added to the final outcome of the book. It is important 
to remember that those who were there in the beginning ex-
pressing their ideas and creativity were every bit as impor-
tant as those who realized them and vice versa. 'First of all, 
thanks is not nearly enough for two who were there every 
step of the way, deadline after deadline: Beth Elliott, our 
Resident Assistant with the keys to all we needed, untiring 
effort and undying creativity, along with John Bianco, the 
man with the ruler who heroically turned his head away 
from the ever-beckoning Giovannis to always pull through. 
Thanks to those who gave of their free time through thick 
and thin: Ann Kendall, a woman of many words, endless 
lists and the immortal line, ''I'm not sure if this is what you 
wanted," which it usually was; Lindsay Jackson who enli-
vened our late nights with the sweet sound of her typing 
and who added, added, added to our endless white space; 
Cindy Johnson, organized and spirited photographer of first 
'semester; Sue Scanlon, drafter of layout after layout and 
quick with the quotes; and Pete Lorenz the man with just 
the right phrase at just the right moment. And to all those 
who did what they could, came through in the end and we-
re always at our door ready with the words, "If you guys 
need any help ... " Melinda Rupp, Kathy Mahoney, Pete 
Beanland, Ann Metayer, Chalonda Roberts, Lucia Mauro, 
Rob Catania, Joe Morgan, Anthony Gargiullo, Betsy Fahey, 
Vicki Gustafson, and thanks Dom, especially for the late 
night pizza! A special thanks to those who came to our re-
scue in the clutch with quick wit and ready hands at the ty-
pewriter: Barbara Jordan, Kathy Nageotte and Carol Arndt. 
A listing of all who added to this would be incomplete wi-
thout acknowledging, Mr. Felice who often stood lost bet-
ween our ideas and those unyielding realities; Fr. Nash for 
the tedious task of correcting grammer and for the use of 
his radio; and last but by no means least, Sandy Franciosa 
for the use of her office, typewriter, paper ... 
The effort given by all in a project such as this, is one entire-
ly different than that of any other yearbook staff. We each 
have personal memories, souveniers and photos of our Eu-
ropean experience. This book is one with which we can all 
share our memories. It is this which all ot..J.!s at LET'S GO 
LOYOLA hope to give to all who shared tl)eyear. A link to 
the memories -- two dimensional images to help our imagi-
nations bring back to life the times we spent together. To all 
who shared the Loyola experience, thanks for making our 
job so easy, it all just came from the heart. Yet, I think I can 
speak for all the crew by summing this whole thing up by 
saying we're just glad to get the damn thing finito!! Now, 
LET'S GO ... PARTY! 
Aileen Hollis 
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Evanston, IL 60202 
(312) 869-4057 
HANLEY, Sheila M . (LU of Chgo) 
6301 N. Keating 
Chicago, IL 60646 
(312) 282-8192 
HAYDEN, Julie A, (LUof New Orleans) 
1400 MI. Vernon Rd. -
Dunwoody, GA 30338 
(404) 394-8532 
HEANEY, Michael J . (SI. Mary's C. ; MN) 
5433 Cumberland Rd . 
Minneapolis , MN 55410 
(612) 927-4859 
H ElSE, Wendy L. (Southern MethOdist U.) 
375 Plymouth Dr. 
Palatine, IL 60067 
(312) 358-2379 
HERKERT, Christine B. (Loyola U. ChicagO) 
7332 N. Lowell 
Lincolnwood, IL 60646 
(312) 677-1345 
HERNANDEZ, Teresita M. (Loy6ia N~wOrieans) 
502 Lantern Circle . , 
Temple Terrace, FL 33617 
(813) 985-1801 
HILLS, Elizabeth A . (U. of Santa Clara) 
50 Elena Ave. 
Atherton, CA 94025 
(415) 322-0194 
HINSHAW, Sheryl L. (U. of Ca ., Santa Barbara) 
10 Coalmine View 
Portola Valley, CA 94025 
(415) 851-4196 
HOLLIS, Aileen G . (Providence College) 
106 Brixton Rd. 
Garden City, NY 11530 
(516) 741-7186 
HOLZHALL, Vern J . (Southern Methodist U.) 
1441 Oak Park Dr. 
Munster, IN 46321 
(219) 972-0284 
HOSLET, Charle.s (Marquette University) 
3101 Ravine Way . 
Greenbay, WI 54301 
(414) 336-0500 
HOWARD, Michael A. (LU of Chgo) 
1767 Winthrop Rd. 
Highland Park, IL 60035 
(312) 831-4713 
HOULIHAN , Rex D. (Marquette University) 
6310 Kenhowe Dr. 
Bethesda, MD 20817 
(301) 229-4377 
HYMEL, Judith A. (Loyo)a U. New Orleans) 
4111 Rosemary St. 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 
(301) 656-5895 
JACKSON, Lindsay L. (Southern Methodist U.) 
609 Longwood CI. 
Hattiesburg, MS 39401 
(601) 264-3200 
JAMESON, Lisa (Loyola U. Chicago) 
1025 Ridge Court 
Evanston, IL 60202 
(312) 475-0567 
JOHNSON ; Cynthia J. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
6201 N. Keeler 
Chicago, IL 60646 
(312) 685-5316 
JOHNSON, Douglas R. (Wabash College) 
550 Humiston Ave. 
Bay Village, OH 44140 
(216) 356-1715 
JONES, Adam A. (SMU) 
9939 Caribou Trail 
Dallas, TX 75738 
(214) 348-1383 
JOR,DAN, Barbara S. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
1482 Demo 
Memphis, TN 38116 
(901) 398-0113 
KAUL, Mary F. (C . of SI. Thomas) 
Jefferson Rd . 
Northfield, MN 55057 
(507) 645-5543 
KE)::LEY, Elizabeth A. (LU of Chgo) 
9433 Crawford 
Evanston, IL 60203 
(312) 677-2327 
KELLER, Anne C" (U. of Santa Clara) 
1031 Carolyn Ave. 
Modesto, CA 95350 
(209) 524-7615 
KENDALL, Ann H. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
1105 Normandy Lane 
Glenview, IL 60025 
(312) 729-8292 
KENNEDY, Neil R. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
12 Dunbar SI. 
Chatham, NJ 07928 
(201) 635-8465 
KENNY, Thomas B. (U . of Santa Clara) 
5952 Highland Ave. 
Yorba Linda, CA 92686 
(714) 524-2342 
KERBY, Kathleen M. (U . of Dayton) 
9918 Barnsbury Ct. 
Fairfax, VA 22031. 
(703) 255-0476 
KERN, William R. (Marquette) 
1422 Sherwood PI. 
West Bend, WI 53095 
(414) 334-2960 
KIENNER, Laura L. (Lewis University) 
4317 Fishermans Terrace 
Lyons, IL 60534 
(312) 447-9053 
KING, Eileen M. (Lu Of Chgo) 
35114 N. Wilson Rd. 
Ingleside, IL 60041 
(312) 546-5211 
KINNEY, John T. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
R. #1 
Hermitage, MO 65668 
(417) 745-6361 
KOCKOS, Scott J. (U. of San Francisco) 
133 Pepper 
Burlingame, cA 94010 
(415) 342-9363 
KOGUT, Denise M. (Drake U.) 
617 (Prestwick Dr, 
Frankfort, IL 60423 
(815) 469-2307 
KRAJEWSKI, Amy L. (Denison University) 
414 36th Ave. 
San Francisco, GA 94121 
(415) 387-2483 
KUJAWA, Phillip R. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
6134 S. Moody 
Chicago, IL 60638 
(312) 586-1756 
LABAS, Mark G. (Loyola U: Chicago) 
16002 Colletta Lane 
Cleveland, OH 44111 
(216) 251-3353 
LABELLE, Shawn E. (Mr.) (Marquette U.) 
600 E. Ashland SI. 
Brockton, MA 02402 
(617) 586-9093 
LAIRD, Charles H . (Cal. Poly University) 
959 Marlin 
Foster City, CA 94404 
(415) 574-3640 
LAMPARIELLO, Ann M. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
568 W. Arlington Pl. 
Chicago, IL 60614 
(312) 528-8750 
LANGHOLDT, Julie A . (Creighton U.) 
1312 W. Sixth 
Storm Lake, IA 50588 
(712) 732-3943 
LASALA, Linda A. (U . of Illinois) 
6840 Covington Creek Trail 
Ft. Wayne, IN 46804 
(219) 432-0600 
LA TORRE, Lynne P. (Assumption C.) 
40 Grove Ave. 
Madison, CT 06443 
(203) 245-0173 
,LAZZARA, Anthony (Triton college) 
4601 N. Newland 
Harwood Hts ., IL 60656 
(312) 867-4558 
LEBENS,Corrine L. (College of SI. Catherine) 
1700 S. Lexington Ave., # 204 
Lilydale, MN 55118 
(612) 452-0325 
LEE, Elaine T. (LU of Chgo) 
3908 Radcliffe Dr. 
Northbrook, JL 60062 
(312) 564-1958 
LEEN, Margaret M. (LU of Chgo) 
10000 S. Komensky 
Oak Lawn, IL 60453 
(312) 636-4625 
LEGERE, Paul F. (U. of Illinois) 
6421 N. Leoti 
Chicago, IL 60646 
(312) 77~.-2794 
LEMON, Tracey E. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
2428 Center SI. 
Northbrook, IL 60062 
(312) 272-7695 
LENDWAY, Joanne M. (Marquette University) 
9432 Marion Ave. 
Morton Grove, IL 60053 
(312) 965-0325 
LEWIS, Louise S. (Randolph-Macon C.) 
670 Chain Bridge Rd. 
McLean, VA 22101 
(703) 243-6755 
LICCARDO, Peter A. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
2335 Forestview Rd. 
Evanston, IL 60201 
(312) 869-8944 
LIGDA, David J. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
5960 Evergreen 
Portage, IN 46368 
(219) 762-7781 
LOGAN, Linda M. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
8844 Lori Lane 
Orland Park, IL 60462 
(312) 349-4029 
LORENZ, Peter J. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
13418 Marinda SI. 
Omaha, NE 68144 
(402) 333-8703 
LULLO, Denise L. (LU of Chgo) 
9416 S. Lawndale 
Evergreen Park, IL 60642 
(312) 425-9490 
LYDON, Colleen M. (Drake U.) 
2335 Marcy 
Evanston, IL 60201 
(312) 328-1157 
LYNCH, James M. (Creighton U .) 
6700 N. Keota 
Chicago, IL 60646 
(312) 774-1584 
LYNCH, Marianne B. (U. of Santa Clara) 
196 Castenada Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94116 
(415) 566-0907 
MACK, Katherine A. (LU of Chgo) 
5025 S. Woodlawn Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60615 
(312) 624-3673 
MADDUX, Margaret M. (TX Christian U.) 
6824 N. Jean 
Chicago, IL 60646 
(312) 774-3410 
MAGID, Karen L. (Duke U.) 
Two the Birches 
Roslyn Estates, NY 11576 
(516) 621-4619 
MAGNUSON, Margaret E. (U . of Illinois) 
3956 Venice CI. 
Glenview, IL 60025 
(312) 635-7923 
MAHONEY, Kathryn J . (LU of chgo) 
1347 W. Hood 
Chicago, IL 60660 
(312) 764-5920 
MAIORANO, Suzanne (Loyola U. Chicago) 
1230 S. 48th CI. 
Cicero, IL 60650 
(312) 656-2366 
MALHAM, Joseph M. (LU of Chgo) 
906 Cambridge 
Wilmette, IL 60091 
(312)251-7366 
MARINI, Sergio P.G. (American University) 
45 East 89 Street 
New York,NY 10028 
(212) 427-6332 
MASSARELLI, Joseph M. (SI. Norbert C.) 
1240 Oak Trail Dr. 
Libertyville, IL 60048 
(312) 367-9066 
MATSIS, Christine A. (SI. Mary's, Winona) 
2060 Le Jardin Court 
Brookfield, WI 53005 
(414) 786-9097 
MAXWELL, John P. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
1415 Davis 
Evanston, IL 60201 
(312) 864-7973 
MC CLOSKEY, Colleen M. (U. of Notre Dame) 
1614 Lark Ln. 
Villanova, PA 19085 
(215) 525-6095 
MC CORMACK, Keli C. 
S.S.R. Box 280 
Durango, CO 81301 
(303) 247-2307 
MCCORMICK, Julie F. (SI. Michael's) 
11 Delbrook Rd. 
Weston, MA 02193 
{617) 894-6597 
MCDONOUGH, Amy L. (John Carroll U.) 
138 Country Lane 
Pittsburgh, PA 15229 
(412) 367-4817 
MCENERY, John P., IV (U. of Santa Clara) 
300 Townsend Dr. 
Aptos, CA 95003 
(408) 688-9748 
MCGOVERN, Imelda P. (SI. Mary's College) 
1331 Chimneywood CI. 
Concord, CA 94521 
(415) 682-3134 
MC KITRICK, Joseph W. (LU of Chgo) 
218 N. Merrill 
Park Ridge, IL 60068 
(312) 825-1277 
Me MAHON, Geralyn A. (LY of Chgo) 
194 Akenside 
Riverside, IL 60546 
(312) 447-4374 
MCMILLAN, Kimberly C. (Waterloo University) 
3293 Grassfire Cres. 
Mississauga, Ontario L4Y 3J8 
(416) 625-8072 
Me TAGUE, Mary K. (LU of New Orleans) 
565 Whispering Pine Ln. 
Naples, FL 33940 
(813) 262-3524 
MESSNER, Theresa A. (St. Mary's Moraga) 
130 Middleton Way 
Sacramento, CA 95825 
(916) 486-9556 
METAYER, Anny M. (Salve Regina College) 
One Clock Ave. 
Darien, CT 06820 
(203) 655-8519 
METZGER, Mary L. (John Carroll U.) 
505 West Point Dr. 
Akron, OH 44313 
(216) 666-8572 
MEYER, Peter J. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
9822 S. Longwood Dr. 
Chicago, IL 60643 
(312) 233-3297 
MIKIT, Mary T . (LU of Chgo) 
10740 Ave. "E" 
Chicago, IL 60617 ' 
(312) 768-1006 
MILLER, Caroline E. (LU of Chgo) 
20463 Doria Ln. 
Olympia Fields, IL 60461 
(312) 747-0356 
MILONE, Anna L. (Daemen College) 
6715 Transit Rd. 
East Amherst, NY 14051 
(716) 688-9451 
MOGIELSKI, Phyllis A. (C . of SI. Francis) 
5058 W. Henderson 
Chicago, IL 60641 
(312) 736-3106 
MOLLE, Anna M. (William Woods C.) 
11222 Holly 
Kansas City, MO 64114 
(816) 941-0789 . 
MONACO, Harry J. (SI. Bonaventure U.) 
148 Maple Ave. 
Ballston Spa, NY 12020 
(518) 885-6977 
MORGAN, Joseph (LU Chic) 
2948 W. 86th Street 
Chicago, ILL 60652 
(312) 776-7423 
MOROZIN, Christopher B. (Marquette U.) 
135 S. Dymond Rd. 
Libertyville, IL 60048 
(312) 362-4860 
MORRISON, Kathleen M. (U. of Santa Clara) 
63 Cedar Way 
Concord, MA 01742 
(617) 369-8328 
MOYNAN, Wesley R. (LU of New Orleans) 
1509 Gardenia Dr. 
Metairie, LA 70005 
(504) 833-0590 
MRAZ, Janet S. (LU of Chgo) 
5520 S. Mason Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60638 
(312) 767-5641 
MULKERRIN, Patrick J. (John Carroll U.) 
26 Strauss Lane 
Olympia Fields, IL 60461 
(312) 748-0880 
MURDOCK, Kathleen T. (U. of Notre Dame) 
2527 Marcy St. 
Evasnton, IL 60201 
(312) 475-2855 
MURPHY, Sheila A. (Loyo1a U. New Orleans 
Rt. 17, Box 408 
Fort Worth, TX 76116 
(817) 443-0212 
MURPHY, Veronica A. (LU of Chgo) 
6079 N. Kirkwood 
Chicago, IL 60646 
(312) 685-4778 
MURRAY, Mary C. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
5251 Cleveland St. 
Skokie, IL 60077 
(312) 677-1056 
MUSCA, Daniel G. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
22647 Meadowhill Lane 
Rocky River, OH 44116 
(216) 333-9119 
NAFTZGER, Susan L. (DePauw U.) 
2333 Oak Ave. 
Northbrook, IL 60062 
(312) 272-3355 
NAGEOTTE, Kathleen M. (U . of Santa Clara) 
4921 E. Arroyo Verde 
Paradise, AZ 85253 
(602) 952-9644 
NANNE, Marc A. (College of St. Thomas) 
5801 Hidden Lane 
Edina, MN 55436 
(612) 929-8946 
NASH, SJ, Rev . Frank 
LeMoyne College 
Syracure, NY 13214 
(315) 446-2882 
NATIVO, Nancy A. (Lu of Chgo) 
7306 W. 58th Pl. 
Summit, IL 60501 
(312) 458-6825 
NEVILLE, Thomas M. (Marquette) 
970 Armour Circle 
Lake Forest, IL 60045 
(312) 234-7095 
NIBLER, Valerie J. (Pomona College) 
1100 W. San Bruno 
Fresno, CA 93711 
(209)431-9472 
NORTON, Erica S: (Bates College) 
12 Squam Rock -Rd. 
Gloucester, MA 01930 
(617) 283-4039 
NOWAK, Lisa L. (LU of Chgo) 
6951 N. Lorel 
Skokie, IL 60077 
(312) 674-5153 
NUGENT, Carol M. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
16 W. 631 56th St. 
Clarendon Hills, IL 60514 
(312) 655-9398 
O'BRIEN, Denise M. (Loyola Marymount U.) 
3292 Lynn Oak Dr. 
San Jose, CA 95117 
(408) 248-3293 
O'BRIEN, Ellen M. (St. Mary's Moraga) 
1270 Almond Orchard Dr. 
Morgan Hill, CA 95037 
(408) 779-8565 
O'CONNOR, Djuana M. (LU of Chgo) 
17706 StoneBridge Dr. 
Hazel Crest, IL 60429 
(312) 957-5183 
O'KEEFFE, Monica F. (AZ State U.) 
9645 S. Kostner 
Oak Lawn, IL 60453 
(312) 636-5024 
O'MALLEY, Bonnie K. (U . of Iowa) 
2516 Lawndale 
Evasnton, IL 60201 
(312) 864-4440 
O'MALLEY, Paul E. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
9545 S. Bell 
Chicago, IL 60643 
(312) 233-7630 
O'SULLIVAN, Carolyn A. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
5776 Inverness Dr. 
Rockford, IL 61107 
(815) 398-8823 
P ANDIT, Solita L. (Marquette University) 
9512 Avers 
Evanston, IL 60203 
(312) 677-2698 
PAPETTI, Paul (SI. Mary's C., CAl 
127 School St. 
Pittaburg, CA 94565 
(415) 439-5818 
PAPPALARDO, Frank S. (Canisius College) 
I Putting Green Lane 
Penfield, NY 14526 
(716) 586-3110 
PASEK, Donald H. (LU of Chgo) 
4650 W. Wrightwood Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60639 
(312) 235-2742 
PAVOVIC, Kristin A. (LU of Chgo) 
802i N. Overhill 
Niels, IL 60648 
(312) 823-2262 
PERTICONE, Deborah A . (St. Bonaventure V.) 
75 Lanvale Park 
Rocherster, NY 14617 
(716) 544-8506 
PHILLIPS, Lisa A. (U" of Iowa) 
542 Fairview Ave. 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 
(312) 858-6266 
PIANALTO, Gina A. (U . of Santa Clara) 
P.O. Box 243 
Diablo, CA 94528 
(415) 837-0684 
PIEROTTI, Maria A. (LU of Chgo) 
3791 E. Lacksley 
Pasadena, CA 91107 
(818) 304-0031 
POLITO, Thomas W. (Canisius College) 
1124 Brooktree Lane 
Webster, NY 14580 
(716) 872-5337 
PRENDERGAST,Jim P. (U. of WI, Madison) 
2000 Saunders Rd . 
Deerfield, IL 60015 
(312) 945-7584 
PUSATERI, Eva M. (U. of IL, Champaign) 
525 Auvergne PI. 
River Forest, IL 60305 
(312) 366-4890 
RADLEY, Lia A. (Denison University) 
5 Willow Walk 
Westport, CT 06880 
(203) 226-9193 
RAIMONDI, Tina A. (U. of Santa Clara) 
1065 I Ith Ave. 
Sacramento, CA 95818 
(916) 447-7051 
RAPACZ, Lisa A. (LU of Chgo) 
1314 E. Sanborn 
Palatine, IL 60067 
(312) 359-7816 
RAPP, Robin A. (LU of Chgo) 
1004 S. River Rd. 
Des Plaines, IL 60016 
(312) 298-2036 
REEB, Brenda S. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
RR I, Box 14B 
New Baden, IL 62265 
(618) 588-4968 
REIS, Suzanne M. (C. of·St. Thomas) 
40 Road View Ln. 
New Canaan , CT 06840 
(203) 966-3756 
RELIAS, Jr., George J. (Marquette) 
39 Regent Dr. 
Oak Brook, IL 60521 
(312) 654-1164 . 
RICCI, Matthew J. (Marquette) 
1492 Fremont 
St. Paul, MN 55106 
(612) 771-4764 
RIEBENACK, Angela M. (St. Joseph's College) 
6812 Chickasaw Dr. 
Ft. Wayne, IN 46815 
(219) 486-2176 
RIEMER, Michael S . (U . of Rochester) 
24815 Greenwich Lane 
Beachwood, OH 44122 
(216) 464-3039 
RISTAU, Elizabeth K. (U . of Santa Clara) 
1610 Linwood Dr. 
Modesto, CA 95350 
(209) 578-0545 
ROBERTS, Chalonda C. (LU of Chgo) 
26 Roger William Green 
Providence, RI 02904 
(401) 272-6139 
ROMANO, Jay (Canisius College) 
6463 LaCosta Dr., Apt. 403 
Boca Raton, FL 33433 
(305) 391-8020 
ROSSI, Theresa A. (Santa Clara) 
13311 Country Way 
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022 
RUBINO, Patricia L. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
R. # I, Box 84 
Bloomingdale, MI 49026 
(616) 521-3342 
RUCOBA, Ruben (Loyola U. Chicago) 
18332 Locust St. 
Lansing, ILL. 60438 
(312) 474-7435 
RUPP, Melinda L. (U . of Santa Clara) 
2019 Mezes Ave. 
Belmont, CA 94002 
(415) 593-9755 
RYAN, Ciara R. (U. of Santa Clara) 
89 Indian Hill Rd. 
Winnetka, IL 60093 / 
(312) 251-3740 
RYAN, Michael A. (Boston College) 
50 Noone Lane 
Kingstone, NY 12401 
(914) 338-1553 
SACK; Stacy E. (U. of Santa Clara) 
7007 Alameda del Prado 
Novato, CA 94947 
(415) 883-5454 
SAINZ, Marco A. (LU of Chgo) 
2540 S.W. 92nd Ave. 
Miami, FL 33165 
(305) 552-0680 
SARMIENTO, Paul D. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
1000 Wingate Rd. 
Olympia Fields, IL 60461 
(312) 748-0573 
SAUNDERS, Susan J. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
521 Stratford 
Chicago, IL 60657 
(312) 935-6684 
SCANLON, Mary S. (Boston College) 
22 W. 588 Elmwood Dr. 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 
(312) 858-4292 
SCHAEFER, Lori L. (U. of Santa Clara) 
5128 Romero Way 
Fair Oaks, CA 95628 
(916) 961-8282 
SCHMIDT, Leonard J. (Indiana U.) 
6924 Broadway 
Merrillville, IN 46410 
(219) 769-8770 
SCHMITZ, Jeff J. (Gonzaga University) 
4207 Montview Blvd. 
Denver, CO 80207 
(303) 355-3393 
SCHUL TZ, Teresa G. (Marquette University) 
709 N. Leonard Rd. 
St. Joseph, MO 64506 
(816) 279-8609 
SCLAFANI, Louise A. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
2016 N, 73rd Ave. 
Elmwood Park, IL 60635 
(312) 456-0995 
SECONDO, Michael P . (Denison University) 
26 Crosby St. 
Hornell, NY 14843 
(607) 324-3681 
SEIPOLD, Dawn M. (Fairfield U.) 
159 Morgan Ave. 
East Haven, CT 06512 
(203) 467-1126 
SEWRUK, Elizabeth T. 
3017 Kensington 
Westchester, IL 60153 
(312) 562-7284 
SHANNON, Rory (U. of New Orleans) 
2270 E. Vina Del Mar 
St. Petersburg Beach, FL 33706 
(813) 367-2419 
SIMPAO, Ellen B. (Lu of Chgo) 
1250 W. Eddy 
Chicago, IL 60657 
(312) 525-9107 
SMITH, Mary J . (Knox College) 
4!l35 Windom Place, NW 
Washington, DC 20016 
(202) 244-2718 
SMITH, Michael J . (Fairfield University) 
737 Glendale Dr. 
Glenview, IL 60025 
(312) 729-4232 
STEPAN, Jennifer A.(U. of Notre Dame) 
200 Linden St. 
Winnetka, IL 60093 
(312) 446-4239 
STINN, Patricia M. (Lu of Chgo) 
4340 Valley Forge 
Fairview Park, OH 44126 
(216) 331-6464 
STORCH, Sandra K. (Co of William & Mary) 
Rt. 7 Box 171 
Easton, MD 21601 
(301) 822-5519 
SULLIVAN, Denise J . (LU of Chgo) 
5244 N. LaCrosse 
Chicago, IL 60630 
(312) 725-5433 
SULLIVAN, James A. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
1241 Brookside Lane 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 
(312) 852-8484 
SULLIVAN, Paul J. (LU of Chgo) 
9408 Lawndale 
Evanston, IL 60203 
(312) 674-9572 
SULL Y, Mary Co (Creighton University) 
RR I 
Ft. Calhoun, NE 68023 
(402) 426-9748 
SWANSON, Eric R. (Wabash College) 
4017 Kennedy Dr. 
South Bend, IN 46614 
(219) 291-1089 
SWEENEY, Lisa A. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
442 Shermer 
Glenview, IL 60025 
(312) 998-9136 
SYME, Elizabeth A. (U . of Santa Clara) 
100 DeSabla Rd . 
Hillsborough, CA 94010 
(415) 347-9495 
SZEDGDI, Juliet M. (LMU) 
438 N. Gower St. 
Los Angeles, CA 90004 
(213) 469-7030 
TAMBURELLI, Susan M. (U. of Santa Clara) 
1390 Sproul Ave. 
Napa, CA 94559 
(707) 226-8127 
TAYLOR, Hilary D. (Oklahoma State U.) 
RR I, Box 143-B 
Pryor, OK 74361 
(918) 825-2256 
TIGHE, Ruth H . (Loyola U. New Orleans) 
5 Li nd wort h Dr. 
St. Louis, MO 63124 
(314) 991-4255 • 
TRAFFICANDA, Carmela M. (St. Mary's College) 
5121 Otis Ave. 
Tarzana, CA 91356 
(213) 342-9466 
TRAFFICANDA, Marie C. (Regis College) 
5121 Otis Ave. 
Tarzana, CA 91356 
(213) 342-9466 
TRUNXO, Teresa P. (U . of Scranton) 
121 Ferdinand St. 
Scranton, PA 18508 
(717) 344-4198 
TUOHY, Daniel J . (Co of St. Thomas) 
. 310 River St. 
Chatfield, MN 55923 
(507) 867-3254 
VECCIO, Dominic J. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
7633 W. Armitage Ave . 
Elmwood Park , IL 60635 
(312) 456-3539 
VEIGA, AnaMaria (Loyola U. Chicago) 
14925 Hickory Rd. 
Zion, IL 60099 
(312) 872-1809 
VELASCO, Maria E. (Georgetown U.) 
7608 Fontaine St. 
Potomac, MD 20854 
(361) 294-2361 
VELEZ, Sandra M. (Loyola U. Chicago) 
2001 Churchill Lane 
Highland Park, IL 60035 
(312) 831-2319 
WAINWRIGHT, Susan (Southern Methodist U.) 
Rua Farme de Amoedo 27 / 1201 Ipanema 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 22420 
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We'd like to know what you're 
up to. 
Do you miss Rome? 
Share your memories. 
Are you still dating him/her? 
Keep in touch. 
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